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Introduction 

IT organizations are looking for an automatic way to configure the hardware necessary to provide only the resources 
needed to run an application. They need this composable on-demand capability, delivered in a robust infrastructure which 
is flexible, cost-efficient, and scalable. The solution needs to provide a stable platform for mixed workloads without 
compromising on performance. What they are looking for should enhance their ability to meet the required service-level 
agreements to their users.  

HPE Synergy is architected from the ground up for Composable Infrastructure. The performance, flexibility, and 
manageability that HPE Synergy provides, help businesses provision quickly and efficiently on-premise infrastructure 
resources. HPE Synergy provides the necessary management solution for the entire life cycle of deployed infrastructure. 
From scaling deployed resources through maintenance and retirement of these resources, HPE Synergy reduces 
associated IT management costs. Another benefit of HPE Synergy is reduced costs associated with deploying 
unnecessary stranded resources through rightsizing the deployed infrastructure in support of the workloads deployed on 
the HPE Synergy solution. It also provides a single unified API to assemble the infrastructure to meet business needs.  

Working together, Hewlett Packard Enterprise and VMware have designed a highly efficient IT infrastructure powered by 
VMware running on HPE Synergy. A composable infrastructure from Hewlett Packard Enterprise combined with VMware® 
vSphere and HPE Gen9 and Gen10 Servers, enables a best in class virtualization experience. This enables organizations 
to take advantage of a disaggregated pool of compute, storage, and fabric resources. Allowing the infrastructure 
administrator to avoid deploying fixed ratios of these resources typically found in traditionally deployed rack server types 
of infrastructure.  

This Deploying VMware vSphere on HPE Synergy Best Practices Guide provides a set of standard practices for 
deploying VMware vSphere clusters on HPE Synergy infrastructure.   

If the reader of this document is new to the HPE Synergy architecture and HPE OneView concepts, the Appendix section 
contains background/summary information on HPE Synergy setup and HPE OneView terms used in this document. All the 
published best practices referenced in this guide are listed in Appendix D. 
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HPE Synergy and VMware vSphere Best Practices 

HPE Synergy and VMware have been technology partners for well over a decade. Technologies from VMware 
combined with HPE infrastructure are at the core of creating the new software defined datacenter.   

HPE Synergy supports key virtualization features including SR-IOV, VMware vSAN, VMware NSX, BIOS 
Virtualization Workload Settings, and a new stateless provisioning option called HPE Image Streamer. 

The best practices section of this document is organized into eight categories. Each section provides a brief 
narrative of the goals to be achieved and along with a set of recommended best practices. 

An important note on this VMware vSphere guidelines/best practices for HPE Synergy, the options for any 
HPE Synergy solution are numerous. Hardware options and software defined best practices are all derived 
from customer specific requirements and workloads. This document provides generalized examples of best 
practice configurations based on the experience of HPE engineers.  

The following sections provide VMware/HPE Synergy best practices in the following categories: 

1. Cluster Design with HPE Synergy

2. HPE Synergy Fabric Design

3. HPE Synergy Server Templates/Server Profile Templates

4. HPE Synergy Storage

5. HPE Image Streamer

6. VMware vSphere Provisioning

7. Lifecycle Management

8. HPE OneView/VMware vSphere Integration
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Cluster Design with HPE Synergy 
HPE Synergy Multi-Frame architecture provides several options for designing your 
VMware vSphere clusters, both within a single rack and spanning multiple racks for high-
availability.   The first example uses HPE Synergy configured in a 3-Frame logical 
enclosure with six VMware vSphere clusters configured in the environment. Each 6-node 
VMware vSphere cluster spans the three HPE Synergy 12000 frames in a design to 
improve high-availability. All the 36 HPE Synergy compute nodes share a pair of 
redundant master networking modules providing access to any necessary external 
Ethernet and FC networks. 

The second example illustrates a HPE Synergy multi-frame configuration with the vSphere 
cluster nodes distributed across racks to improve high-availability.  In this example three 
racks contain nine Synergy 12000 frames.   A total of 108 compute nodes are used to 
create twelve vSphere clusters, each with 6 nodes.  

HPE Synergy Multi-Frame technology provides scalability while managing the devices as 
a single logical enclosure (LE). Network performance is not degraded as frames are added 
to the logical enclosure. HPE Synergy provides zero oversubscription between all compute 
nodes in the LE configuration. 

Clusters should be homogeneous with all components installed identically across all ESXi 
hosts. This is to promote a reduction of service related events by making sure all firmware, 
drivers, and software are at the same revisions.   

Other cluster design considerations that are specific to each customer (and therefore not 
covered in detail in this paper) environment are: 

• Number of member compute nodes in the Cluster

• Network design and traffic segmentation

• Distributed vSwitch vs Standard vSwitch

• SAN Volume Size

• VMware vCenter host, processor and memory
considerations

• DRS/HA configuration

• Physical infrastructure and virtualization maximums
(i.e. virtual machines per ESXi host)
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In this third example of an HPE Synergy Multi-Frame configuration, a three frame 
environment provides shared storage using the D3940 Storage Modules.   The 
solution is self-contained with compute, storage, and networking in a single rack 
environment.   The solution contains high-availability components throughout. This 
design has the advantage of scalable software defined storage resources being 
delivered within the same physical infrastructure. Virtualization capacity can be 
quickly added into your datacenter without reliance on existing SAN arrays, SAN 
fabrics or management systems. 

There are four vSphere clusters, each with six SY480 compute nodes.  Each node 
also functions as a vSAN storage node to evenly distribute storage I/O across the 
cluster.  Each Server Profile has 3 x 800GB SSDs for the caching tier, 7 x 1.6TB 
SAS drives for the data capacity tier.   All logical disks are configured in HBA mode 
(no RAID).   Each vSphere cluster has 60+TB of raw storage available. 

Although six-node clusters are used in this example, you have full flexibility to 
configure larger or smaller cluster sizes based on your specific needs.     

Each SY480 Gen10 compute node supports up to 3.0 TB of DDR4 HPE 
SmartMemory and up to 56 total CPU cores (two sockets/28 cores), capable of 
hosting hundreds of virtual machines per compute node. The VMware vSAN  storage 
can provide 50+TB of raw storage to each vSphere cluster. 
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HPE Synergy Scalable Fabric Design 
The strength of HPE Synergy comes from a template-driven configuration strategy where you define the best 
practice once, then instantiate that configuration N times across the datacenter. The following diagram 
illustrates this concept, once the templates are defined, scaling HPE Synergy at rack scale is a simple process 
of creating/configuring new infrastructure from a single screen.  The process starts by defining your best 
practices through one or more fabric templates (LIG), an enclosure template (EG), and server profile templates 
(SPT). 

For an overview of the HPE Synergy powered by HPE OneView installation/setup process, refer to Appendix B 
of this document. 

Composable Storage, Ethernet and Fibre-Channel fabrics are defined in the Logical Interconnect Groups (LIG) 
template. Each HPE Synergy 12000 frame has six interconnect bays, each paired for an A-Side/B-Side design 
to support fabric redundancy. Depending on the interconnects installed, one to three of these LIG templates 
must be created.   

Step 1: Create the template for the HPE Synergy interconnect fabrics (LIG) 

Step 2: Create the template for the enclosure group (EG) using Step-1 fabric templates 

Step 3: Create a Logical Enclosure using the Step-2 Enclosure Group template 

This following section provides general best practices for creating the LIG and EG within HPE OneView.  For 
readers wanting to understand Virtual Connect features and traffic flow in more depth, please refer to the 
technical whitepaper Virtual Connect Traffic Flow with HPE Synergy. The document link is in Appendix 
D. 

January 2017 
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General fabric module placement: 

1. --Composable Storage with HPE Synergy 12gb SAS Connection Modules in bay set 1 & 4

2. SAN Storage with either the HPE Virtual Connect SE 16Gb FC Modules for Synergy or the Brocade
16Gb Fibre Channel SAN Switch for Synergy in bay set 2 & 5

3. Converged Ethernet/FCoE/FC via HPE Virtual Connect SE 40gb F8 Modules in bay set 3 & 6

For example, a HPE Synergy 12000 frame with six interconnects consisting of two HPE Synergy 12gb SAS 
Connection Modules, two HPE Virtual Connect SE 40gb F8 Modules, and two HPE Virtual Connect SE 16Gb 
FC Modules, would have three LIGs configured within the HPE Synergy composer.  Within each LIG, uplink 
sets define the physical uplinks that connect the interconnects to a TOR switch (Ethernet trunks), Fibre-
Channel edge switches, and/or iSCSI storage connections, and/or Flat-SAN (to 3PAR StoreServ Systems). 
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Multi-Module Link Aggregation Group (MC-LAG) 

The HPE Virtual Connect SE 40gb F8 Module is a converged switch capable of Ethernet, iSCSI and Fibre-
Channel uplinks. With HPE Synergy, an active/active Multi-Module Link Aggregation Group (MC-LAG) is 
supported. In redundant mode, a paired set of HPE Synergy interconnect modules are configured as a single 
logical switch.  In an MC-LAG active/active configuration each HPE Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 module 
supports up to six 40Gb uplinks or 24 10Gb uplinks.  The following diagram illustrates two valid active/active 
MC-LAG configurations.

Best practice: Stacked High-Availability switch configuration with HPE Synergy MC-LAG uplink set.  
Maximum active members in a single LACP group is 8, HPE Synergy supports up to 16 uplinks per module, 32 
total.  All must terminate to a single or stacked switch with the same port speed.  Physical uplinks should be 
evenly distributed across the stacked switch pair.   
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Non MC-LAG Active/Active Option 

HPE Synergy also supports non MC-LAG configuration to two TOR switches in an active/active configuration 
using HPE SmartLink. MC-LAG with S-channel downlinks offers better high-availability and performance over 
Active/Standby, however, it requires a stacked TOR switch configuration. 

Best practice:  Required if ToR switches are not stacked and uplink HA is required.  Recommend 2+ physical 
uplinks per module. All LACP members in the port group must be same speed. HPE SmartLink must be 
enabled within HPE OneView Network properties.   
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The following sections will highlight two configuration examples for the Logical Interconnect Groups. 

Example 1: Converged Ethernet/Fibre-Channel 

The following screenshot is an example of a converged design from a Multi-Frame environment using Ethernet 
and Fibre-Channel uplinks from the HPE Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 Module pair. In this example we have 4 
uplink sets defined within the shared uplink set: one uplink will be used for HPE Synergy Image Streamer 
capability, one uplink set is defined for the Ethernet MC-LAG trunk, and two uplink sets are for the Fibre-
Channel uplinks SAN-A and SAN-B. 

Best Practice:  Use MC-LAG with active/active uplinks to your TOR switch for optimal load balancing and 
resiliency.  Up to 8 x 40 Gb active uplinks can be configured into a single uplink set.  Consider segmenting 
datacenter management traffic from VM production traffic through separate uplink sets.  For large dense 
virtualization environments, consider segmenting FC traffic from Ethernet using VCFC 16Gb interconnect 
modules for maximum SAN storage IO performance. 
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Example 2: Non-Converged 

This is a non-converged example from a single frame with redundant interconnect modules.  A pair of HPE 
Virtual Connect SE 16Gb FC Modules are used to segment FC traffic and maximize IOPS to the HPE 3PAR 
StorServ Storage System. In the example below, the LIG named VCFC is redundant and has two uplinks sets: 
one for SAN-A, one for SAN-B. New with HPE OneView 4.0 is ISL trunking which provides load balancing 
across uplinks for this FC configuration. 
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Mapped VLAN vs Tunnel 

HPE Synergy supports both mapped VLAN and tunnel networks. Up to 3966 VLANs are supported in mapped 
VLAN mode. HPE Synergy supports 200-1000 VLANs in a network set depending on number of frames in the 
LIG. 

To ease VLAN administration and eliminate VLAN restrictions imposed by the HPE Virtual Connect SE 40Gb 
F8 Module, HPE Synergy also supports tunnel mode where Ethernet traffic is “tunneled” through the uplink. 
However, when in tunnel mode, the HPE Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 Module maintains a single MAC 
Address table for the tunneled VC network even though it encompasses multiple VLANs (this is normal). The 
result is that when a host (physical or VM) inside the VC Domain sends a broadcast like an ARP, it is sent out 
the VC uplink on one VLAN, traverses through the load balancer and is broadcast on the load-balanced VLAN. 
If that VLAN is also sent to the VC uplink port, the MAC address of the host is learned outside of VC. Like any 
802.1d bridge, subsequent traffic sent to that host's MAC address and received on the VC uplink is discarded 
as VC has learned that the MAC address resides outside the domain. The normal MAC address aging time in 
HPE Virtual Connect SE 40Gb Modules is 5 minutes, so this condition will exist until the entry is aged out. The 
problems can occur when two or more VLANs are bridged together (i.e. two VLANs in one broadcast domain) 
AND those two or more VLANs are included on the same Tunnel Mode network. To prevent this issue either 
use switches from vendors that do not use VLAN bridging (F5) or when you use upstream switches that are 
using VLAN bridging (CISCO) either turn tunneling off or don’t bridge two or more VLANs and have them in the 
same tunnel network.   

Best Practice: For small/medium environments, consider combining management and VM traffic on an uplink 
set using mapped VLAN mode.  For large dynamic (i.e. DevOps) environments consider using Mapped VLAN 
mode for management traffic. Then configure the virtual machine (VM) traffic on a tunnel uplink set. Be aware 
of the bridging issue described above. This increases the number of physical uplinks to the TOR switch but this 
scalable design physically segments management traffic from VM production traffic and reduces VLAN 
administration within HPE Synergy.  
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Number of uplinks in MC-LAG 

Each redundant pair of Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 modules provide four adjustable downlinks connections 
(three Ethernet and one Fibre Channel) to each compute module. A Fibre Channel Upgrade license needs to 
be purchased separately to enable the Fibre channel functionality. Up to six uplinks using QSFP+ interfaces 
are available for connection to upstream switches. Currently each port supports 40Gb uplinks with using 
QSFP+ adapters connected to Ethernet switches. The modules paired can support up to 24 connections to 
upstream Ethernet and Fibre Channel switches by utilizing splitter cables. 

With the Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 module up to 8 active 10Gb OR 40Gb uplinks can be supported in an 
LACP group. It is possible within HPE OneView to configure up to 16 uplink ports as part of a single uplink set, 
however, only 8 of those uplinks will be active at any given time. When using LACP, the protocol requires all 
uplink ports be at the same speed. 

Any Ethernet, FC and FCoE networks must be on separate uplink sets. In an HA redundant configuration using 
the Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 module, two QSFP ports (X7/X8) are required for IRF cluster interconnects 
between modules.  As mentioned before, on each module six QSFP ports are available for uplinks providing a 
total of two modules x six QSFP ports x 40Gb each = 480Gb total uplink bandwidth available. 
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LACP-S (S-Channel Support) 

HPE Synergy supports LACP-S also known as S-channel support, on the downlinks to Converged Networking 
Adapters (CNA) in the compute nodes.  S-channel provides faster fault recovery and load balancing over 
traditional OS based NIC teaming. MC-LAG and S-Channel configuration are independent of each other. MC-
LAG is configured between the interconnect uplinks and TOR switch(s) whereas S-Channel is configured 
between the interconnect downlinks and the server. MC-LAG combined with S-channel provides greater 
resiliency for VMware vSphere hosts.  

The HPE Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 Module for HPE Synergy supports associating connections to a 
compute module to form a Link Aggregation Group (LAG). LAGs on server ports allow for outage-free 
interconnect firmware updates, seamless failover, improved traffic load-balancing, and switch-assisted NIC 
teaming policies.  

To create a LAG between connections in a server profile, select the same valid Link Aggregation Group (LAG 
1-LAG 16) for each of the connections. A LAG contains exactly two Ethernet connections. With the 3820c CNA
up to 4 LAGs can be created, up to a total of 24 LAGs per server profile.   Both connections must:

• Have the same requested bandwidth.

• Access the same network or network set.

• Be configured on the same HPE Synergy Converged Network Adapter on both physical ports of the
one adapter, and adapter ports must be connected to interconnects in the same logical interconnect.

The teaming or bonding driver in the server OS must be configured to enable the Link Aggregation Control 
Protocol (LACP) and is required for the LAG to form correctly. 

Best Practice: Within Server Profiles enable S-channels on NIC pairs whenever possible, S-channel provides 
faster fault recovery and load balancing compared to traditional NIC teaming with OS-based load balancing.  
S-Channel requires VMware distributed virtual switch on the VMware ESXi host.
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Internal Networks 

Networks are defined within HPE OneView and selected when creating either the Server Profile or a Server 
Profile Template (SPT).  Any networks utilized by either the server profile or a SPT, must exist and be defined 
in the logical interconnect the compute hosts are connected to.  For networks not traversing a connected TOR 
switch, HPE OneView supports internal networks which are defined within the Logical Interconnect Group 
(LIG) template definition. VMware vMotion and fault tolerance are excellent examples of internal networks 
between the hosts and which typically do not transverse the TOR switch. 

Best Practice: Use Internal networks to isolate Ethernet traffic which is contained within HPE Synergy Multi-
Frame environment.  VMware VM migration and Fault Tolerance logging traffic are example of internal 
networks. 

Private Networks 

New with HPE OneView 4.0 private VLANs are now supported.  Private VLANs (pVLANs) are known as port 
isolation, a security mechanism in networking where the VLAN communication is restricted to the uplink (peer-
to-peer communication is blocked).  Private VLAN is much needed Layer 2 security, important in public sector 
and multi-tenant environments.  Note: the private VLANs feature (isolated/community/promiscuous) is not the 
same as legacy Virtual Connect private vlan type. 

Best Practice:  Consider using pVLAN when enhanced Layer-2 security is required. 

DirectPath I/O and SR-IOV 

DirectPath I/O (DPIO) improves performance on a VM by decreasing the number of CPU cycles needed to run 
the ESX/ESXi hypervisor. It leverages hardware support (Intel VT-d and VMD-V) to allow guest to directly 
access hardware devices.  VMware recommends using DirectPath I/O only with high-priority VMs that require 
maximum network performance.  The technology is a special use case and has several restrictions. 

HPE Synergy network adapters support SR-IOV Single root input/output virtualization (SR-IOV) provides 
isolation of PCI express resources for performance.   SR-IOV enables network traffic to bypass the software 
switch layer typical in a hypervisor stack which results in less network overhead and performance of non-
virtualized environments.  With SR-IOV technology provided on Flex NICs there is a major advantage for HPE 
Synergy compute nodes. The SR-IOV architecture on Virtual Connect allows the expansion of up to 512 PCIe 
functions, depending on hardware capability. For example, if you have an Ethernet adapter supporting 64 
virtual functions (VFs) per physical port, on a single FlexNIC you can configure 8 to 64 VFs using Virtual 
Connect. The VFs can be assigned to one or more VMs each having its own IP and dynamic MAC Address. 
This provides a significant increase in server consolidation and performance. 

Best Practice:  For high-performance virtualization environments, consider enabling SR-IOV to improve 
network performance.  Directpath I/O is another VMware performance option which can be enabled for special 
use cases.  However, DPIO has serious HA and other limitations including vMotion and Snapshots. 
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Server Profile/Server Profile Template Design 
Server profiles define the hardware personality of HPE Synergy Compute nodes. Server Profile Templates 
(SPT) provide a mechanism to store best-practice configurations for multiple server profiles.  Server profiles 
created and deployed from templates provide consistent configurations for servers servicing identical 
workloads.  Server profile templates also provide a single entity for managing change to multiple server profiles 
that are based off a template. HPE OneView provides compliance alerts/reports to ensure any server profile 
deviation from its parent template can be acknowledged or updated. 

Server Profile (and Templates) include the following settings: 

- Basic server identification information

- Template membership

- Hardware type

- Ethernet and Fibre-Channel networking connectivity settings

- Firmware baseline

- Local and SAN storage settings

- BIOS / UEFI configuration

- Boot order

- Physical or virtual UUIDs, MAC addresses, WWN addresses

The following section provides an example of a VMware ESXi server profile template including Network 
Connections, Local Storage, SAN Storage, and BIOS settings. 

Ethernet/Storage Connections 

A HPE Synergy 480 Gen10 Compute Module with a single HPE Synergy 3820C 10/20Gb Converged Network 
Adapter with two physical LAN ports, each with 4 flexible NIC functions. The following screen illustrates all 8 
NICs configured into 3 NIC teams for management, VM migration/FT, and production traffic. 
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Server Profile Template Connection Example: 
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When creating connections is a server profile template or server profile, the administrator can set a requested 
preferred and maximum bandwidth for each connection. When multiple physical functions on the network 
adapter are assigned to different connections, this allows the administrator to guarantee a minimum level of 
bandwidth will be available for a specific connection. 

Understanding the bandwidth needs of various network functions (management, virtual machine, vMotion) is 
critical to ensure optimal performance. The following diagram illustrates the physical NIC teams to vmnic to 
vSwitch/dvSwitch configuration. S-channel is enabled on the dvswitch uplinks.    

Traditional Segmentation with Server Profile Max Bandwidth Settings 

VMware Network I/O Control 

Another best practice example utilizes VMware Network I/O control (NETIOC) which provides granular 
bandwidth control at the dvportgroup (vlan).  Bandwidth reservations can be defined for classes of traffic.   
VMware distributed resource sharing works with NETIOC to ensure demand does not exceed capacity on any 
host within the cluster.  NETIOC support bandwidth limitation at a VM virtual adapter level. 
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Local Storage 

HPE Synergy supports a variety of local boot options for VMware ESXi servers including local disk 
(SAS/SATA), SSD, SD cards, and HPE D3940 Storage Modules.  Within a SPT, a RAID volume can be 
defined and is automatically configured when the SPT is used to create the profile that is attached to a physical 
HPE Synergy compute node. In this example a RAID-1 boot volume will be configured using the two local SAS 
drives. 

SAN Storage 

HPE Synergy provides fully automated HPE 3PAR StoreServ Storage provisioning and fabric zoning.  
Ephemeral and private volumes can be created within the SPT creation process using a wizard. Permanent 
and permanent shared volumes can be attached as illustrated in the screen shot below.   

Best practice: Create permanent/shared HPE 3PAR StoreServ volumes using the HPE OneView volume 
template feature. Also make sure multi-pathing is enabled for HA. Consider creating separate CPGs for all 
HPE Synergy attached storage. Manage the volumes within HPE OneView including snapshots and clones. 
For environments utilizing the HPE Virtual Connect SE 16Gb FC Module, utilize FC port trunking on the FC 
uplinks. 
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BIOS Settings 

HPE Synergy 480 Gen10 Compute Modules have Workload Profile BIOS settings. This feature sets all the 
recommended BIOS settings for a given workload by simply selecting a single choice. There are two workload 
profile choices for virtualization hosts: Virtualization – Power Efficient or Virtualization – Max Performance. 
Choose the appropriate workload profile which meets your specific needs. 
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Server Profile Template Best Practice Summary: 

• Take advantage of HPE Virtual Connect technology and virtual identity settings within the Server
Profile. Virtual Connect provides profile mobility across different compute nodes regardless of
generation. In this way a simple movement of a profile can be used to scale up, scale down, archive, or
repurpose the servers.

• Define your VMware ESXi host best practice through HPE OneView’s Server Profile Template (SPT)
and include firmware along with standard settings for the servers.

• Utilize S-Channels and NIC teams to enhance HA and traffic load balancing

• Set the Virtualization Workload Profile in the SPT so that every server gets those BIOS settings

• Ensure multi-path is configured to any and all SAN volumes

• Set the preferred bandwidth on all storage connections to the maximum speed for the storage system
port or fabric speed

• Consider using VMware I/O Control (NetIOC) to intelligently configure bandwidth reservations for
classes of traffic (including vSAN), bandwidth reservations per VM, and network load balancing across
clusters using DRS

• Configure HPE OneView Network Sets to configure 802.1q trunks on Synergy Converged Network
Adapters

• Set firmware baseline in the SPT to ensure consistency and compliance

• Since SPTs are associated with HPE Synergy hardware, provide a unique and descriptive name for the
Server Profile Template, i.e. VMware vSphere-sy480

• Define preferred/maximum Synergy Converged Network Adapters bandwidth settings in creating
Networks and Network Sets

• Create volume templates (VT) within HPE OneView for your shared datastores

• Configure the appropriate VMware vSphere load balancing algorithms in NIC teams on
vSwitch/dvSwitch.  Default algorithm is route based on originating virtual port.
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• Where vMotion performance is vital, consider provisioning dedicated 10Gbs network with teamed
vmknics

• Keep VM hardware version and VMware tools up to date

HPE Synergy Shared Storage Options 
HPE Synergy provides unmatched levels of shared storage automation and fabric options.  This section 
highlights the key features of the new fully composable HPE Synergy D3940 Storage Module as well as the 
fully integrated capabilities with HPE 3PAR StorServ products.  

HPE Synergy has several shared storage solutions for VMware vSphere including: 

1. Composable Storage Module (D3940) with VMware vSAN

2. Fully automated storage provisioning using 3PAR StorServ Storage Systems

3. Unmanaged external 3rd party storage arrays (i.e. NetApp/EMC)

The following section will summarize best practice information for Options 1 and 2. 
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Option 1: Shared storage using the HPE Synergy D3940 Storage Module and VMware vSAN.  

VMware vSAN and the HPE Synergy D3940 Storage Module is a cost-effective option for providing RAID 
protected shared datastores for ESXi clusters. 

 HPE Synergy D3940 Storage Module Summary Specs: 

– 12Gb SAS fabric providing 2M IOPS

– Supports SATA, SAS, and, SSDs

– Optimized for HPE StorVirtual VSA

– Up to 40 SFF drives per unit

– Redundant IO paths

– Non-Disruptive Firmware Updates

– RAID support 0,1,1+0,5,6

– Up to 64 logical drives per server

– Use up to four HPE Synergy D3940 Storage Modules per HPE Synergy 12000 Frame hosting the
vSAN infrastructure for a total of 480TB of SAS storage

A detailed technical whitepaper is available with the installation/configuration of the HPE Synergy D3940 
Storage Modules, please refer to the links in Appendix A for more information. 

Best Practice:  VMware vSAN is best implemented in a multi-frame environment with one of the HPE Synergy 
frames providing shared storage services. VMware recommends a minimum three-node VMware vSAN 
cluster. Utilize all-flash devices in the HPE Synergy D3940 Storage Modules and VMware vSAN network 
bandwidth should be a minimum of 10Gb for maximum performance.   
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Option 2: Shared storage using HPE 3PAR StorServ Storage Systems 

HPE Synergy with HPE 3PAR StorServ solutions offers unmatched performance and automation in a 
converged platform today.   

HPE OneView utilizes open RESTful API for integration with all  
HPE 3PAR StorServ systems. These systems are easily added to 
HPE Synergy in seconds.  HPE Synergy supports the multi-tenancy features in HPE 
3PAR StorServ such as virtual domains and common provisioning groups (CPGs)  
to manage/provision all or just a subset of resources in the array. 

HPE Synergy supports all leading SAN managers today including Cisco, 
Brocade, and HPE Networking.  Discovered storage fabrics  
automatically detect fabric ports on the HPE 3PAR StorServ arrays. New with 
HPE OneView 4.0 is FC ISL load balancing across FC uplinks. 

There are several VMware/HPE 3PAR StorServ best practices documents 
available on the web, the links are provided in Appendix A of this document. 

HPE Synergy support both Native FC, FCoE and iSCSI storage fabrics.  HPE Synergy supports automated 
fabric zoning and storage provisioning to HPE 3PAR StorServ arrays including thin provisioning and fabric 
zoning policies. HPE Synergy supports ephemeral/permanent volumes; private/shared volumes, and thin 
provisioning. Just like everything else in HPE Synergy shared volumes can be defined through a template for 
standardization and reuse. 

Best Practice: Utilize All-Flash HPE 3PAR StorServ 9000 arrays typically or HPE 3PAR StorServ 20000 
arrays for large scale/dense virtualization environments. Use HPE Synergy 16G Fibre Channel Host Bus 
Network Adapters along with HPE Virtual Connect SE 16Gb FC Modules. Utilize multi-path tor storage HA and 
ISL load balancing (Brocade only).  HPE 3PAR StorServ automatically optimizes the storage for maximum 
performance so storage decisions in server profiles and SPTs are as simple as the size, thin provisioning 
option, and the storage pool (RAID type) the compute node needs to utilize. 
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VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESXi) 6.5 Provisioning 
VMware vSphere has multiple deployment options on HPE Synergy. You can choose the options that best 
meet the needs of your environment, and can use either an interactive, image based, or a scripted installation 
when installing VMware vSphere software on HPE Synergy compute nodes. 

VMware vSphere ISO image options 

VMware vSphere offers different image (ISO file) options. You can use the VMware base image, an HPE 
Custom Image, or your own custom image. 

• VMware base image: The VMware base image includes the base VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESXi)
6.5 as the hypervisor and an initial set of drivers. This image does not include server-specific
management components, or new or updated drivers. If you choose to use the VMware base image,
we recommend that you add HPE management components to the image after installing VMware
vSphere. You can use the VMware base image to deploy many ProLiant servers. However, there is a
subset of ProLiant servers that requires you to use the HPE Custom Image or develop a custom ISO
image that includes the required device drivers.

• HPE Custom Image: The HPE Custom Image offers the easiest method to deploy VMware vSphere
Hypervisor (ESXi) 6.5 on ProLiant servers. This image includes HPE management tools, utilities, and
drivers that allow easy deployment of a fully managed ProLiant server. The HPE Custom Image is
available at hpe.com/info/esxidownload.

• Custom ISO image: You can create your own ISO image for deploying VMware vSphere Hypervisor
(ESXi) 6.5. To create a custom ISO image, use the VMware Image Builder included with VMware
vSphere PowerCLI You can start with either the VMware base depot or the HPE custom depot, and
then customize it to include the VMware vSphere Installation Bundles (VIBs) that you want to load at
boot time. VIBs can include additional drivers, HPE components, and other third-party components.
The output of Image Builder will be a custom ISO image that includes the VMware base image or HPE
Custom Image and all the added VIBs.

HPE Custom Images 

The HPE Custom Image provides an integrated, well-tested image. HPE tests customized images against all 
applicable servers. Tests include scenarios for updates, and upgrades, and for configuration changes.  

HPE Custom Images simplify configuring and deploying VMware vSphere on ProLiant servers. You can use an 
HPE Custom Image with any applicable ProLiant server; however, certain servers require an HPE Custom 
Image or customer-created custom image with the appropriate device drivers. For a list of servers that require 
a custom image, see the HPE ProLiant Server VMware Support Matrix at hpe.com/servers/vmwarecert.  

To ensure you have all the components for a VMware vSphere installation, we recommend you do the 
following: 1. Load the HPE Custom Image, which includes all drivers and HPE additions. 2. Update the system 
firmware to align with the driver versions included in the HPE Custom Image.  

We recommend using the HPE Custom Image to ensure you have all the drivers and HPE additions required 
to install VMware ESXi to ProLiant servers using the latest hardware. In addition, you should update the 
system firmware to align with the driver versions included in the HPE Custom Image. See the SPP 
documentation at hpe.com/info/spp and the “HPE ProLiant server and option firmware and driver support 
recipe” document on vibsdepot.hpe.com for information on SPP releases supported with HPE Custom Images. 

For information on updating system components, see the “VMware: Best practices for maintaining HPE 
firmware, driver, and system software using the HPE Service Pack for ProLiant (SPP) and the HPE Software 
Delivery Repository (SDR)” white paper. 

January 2017
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SAN configuration 

One common implementation for VMware ESXi is a boot-from-SAN configuration. Installing the operating 
system in this configuration means that the enabling device drivers must be available in the VMware vSphere 
installation images. To simplify installing a boot-from-SAN configuration on ProLiant servers, the HPE Custom 
Image includes the required drivers (FC, FCoE, and iSCSI) for both embedded and supported optional devices 
that provide SAN connectivity. The result is a seamless process for setting up a boot-from-SAN VMware 
vSphere environment on ProLiant servers.  

HPE Custom Image updates 

HPE releases new custom VMware ESXi images when there is a need to update any critical components of 
the image. For example, when HPE introduces a new server that needs a new or updated networking driver, 
HPE then releases a custom image that includes the necessary drivers for that new server. VMware typically 
releases major, minor, or updated releases of VMware vSphere several times a year. We do not deliver a new 
custom image based on VMware patches or hot fixes. HPE supports application of VMware patches and hot 
fixes to the HPE Custom Image.  

You can get HPE custom VMware vSphere images at hpe.com/info/esxidownload, where you can also 
download your required version of ESXi 

• VMware vSphere Host Provisioning Options:

• HPE Synergy Image Streamer (iSCSI image boot)

• VMware vSphere AutoDeploy (PXE boot)

• HPE Insight Control Server Provisioning (ICSP)

• ILO Advanced virtual media

VMware vSphere Host Boot Options 

• Local boot: SD Boot, M.2, local SATA/SAS with optional RAID protection

• SAN Volume: Boot from SAN (BFS) HBA

• Composable Storage: HPE D3940 Storage Module boot volume

Best Practice:  HPE provides VMware ESXi custom images (VMware vSphere ISOs) with the latest drivers. 
HPE Synergy supports a variety of HPE and VMware provisioning tools and host boot options.   
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HPE Synergy Image Streamer 
HPE Synergy Image Streamer is an optional appliance which can be 
configured into a HPE Synergy solution or added into an existing HPE 
Synergy environment. It provisions VMware vSphere ESXi nodes in 
minutes, all consistently based on a golden image. Image Streamer is fully 
integrated into HPE OneView delivered via the HPE Synergy Composer 
appliance and includes grow cluster capability within the VMware vCenter 
console using the OV4VC 9.0 plugin. 

HPE Synergy Image Streamer provides an alternative method for 
deploying stateless VMware ESXi hosts that are not dependent on PXE or 
DHCP infrastructure. 

Please refer to the HPE Synergy Image Streamer Quickspecs at the following link here. 

https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/GetPDF.aspx/c04815217.pdf
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Image Streamer Features: 

• Designed for scale-out server environments

• A full-feature framework for creating/maintaining golden OS images

• Supports VMware and Linux platforms

• Supports custom attributes for server personalization

• High-availability architecture for management and network boot

• Automated image streamer repository replication across the management domain

• No local boot drives, CAPEX/OPEX savings compared to legacy environments

• Deploy operating systems in minutes not hours => activation replaces OS scripted installations

• Built to support rolling upgrades in cluster environments

Best Practice:  Image Streamer is an innovative provisioning option for HPE Synergy. An existing HPE 
Synergy environment can be upgraded with Image Streamer with no disruption to running systems.  An Image 
Streamer HA pair can support up to 60 ESXi compute nodes.  Upgrading ESXi 6.0 to 6.5 is as simple as 
changing the gold disk image pointer and rebooting the compute node. 
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Lifecycle Management 

Maintaining infrastructure, its firmware, and hypervisor operating systems can be a 
challenge. VM density and shrinking maintenance windows requires vigilant planning 
and coordination. HPE has incorporated key features into HPE Synergy and to its 
infrastructure components to facilitate the update process. 

Firmware management 

HPE Synergy Composer powered by HPE OneView 
provides fast, reliable, and simplified firmware and 
driver management across many HPE Synergy 
components. HPE OneView manages firmware to 
reduce manual interactions and errors, in addition to 
minimizing downtime. Firmware updates of 
management appliances and shared infrastructure are 
non-disruptive to the production workload. 

An HPE Synergy Custom SPP (Support Pack for 
ProLiant) bundle is a comprehensive collection of 
firmware and system software components. Using the 
firmware management features built in to the 
appliance, you can define firmware baselines and 
perform firmware updates across many resources. 
HPE Synergy Custom SPP Bundles enable you to 
update firmware on HPE ProLiant servers, controllers, 
storage, and enclosures. 

HPE Synergy provides policy-based firmware management including non-disruptive firmware updates to 
shared infrastructure components.   Future enhancements will include a new template specifically defined for 
hypervisor cluster environments and features to allow for rolling upgrades within the cluster. 

Best Practice: Establish firmware baselines in the SPT.  Keep the HPE Synergy firmware up to date with 
minimal disruption with features like frictionless firmware updates (exclusive to HPE Synergy). 
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Health Monitoring 

HPE Synergy is managed by HPE OneView, an intuitive infrastructure management tool that manages 
compute, storage, and networking through software defined intelligence. HPE OneView provides proactive 
health monitoring across the datacenter using it’s innovate dashboard view. The HPE OneView Dashboard 
provides an at-a-glance view of your datacenter’s health and capacity. This view can be customized for each 
user when they login. SNMP alerts can be sent up to an enterprise monitoring system as well as SMTP alerts 
can be filtered and then sent to individual users or teams. HPE provides a free to use product called Global 
Dashboard which provides a consolidated view of your HPE OneView managed resources. 

HPE OneView Dashboard

VMware vCenter Integrations: 

• Comprehensive system health and alerting in VMware vCenter

• Deep levels of HPE server, blade, firmware, and infrastructure inventory and management

• End-to-end view of the HPE networking environment

• Monitor and manage health, configuration, and capacity of HPE Storage

VMware vRealize Operations Manager Integrations: 

• Provides integrated and highly automated performance, capacity, configuration compliance, and cost
management tools to the VMware vRealize Operations Manager custom graphical user interface (GUI)

• Uses the VMware analytics engine to analyze what is normal, and then applies that baseline to a dynamic server
environment
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HPE OneView for VMware vCenter Integration 

HPE OneView for VMware vCenter is software for the VMware vCenter management console and enables 
the VMware vSphere administrator to quickly obtain context-aware information about HPE servers and HPE 
storage in their VMware vSphere environment directly from within VMware vCenter.  This enables the VMware 
vSphere administrator to easily manage physical servers and storage, data stores and virtual machines, all 
from a single familiar console. By providing the ability to clearly view and directly manage relationships 
between virtual machines, and HPE Infrastructure, the VMware administrator's productivity increases, as does 
the ability to ensure quality of service. 

Features and Benefits 

• Simplify administration through integration of the physical and virtual infrastructure.

• Fast problem indicators by getting hardware events into the VMware vSphere management console.

• Easier control by launching your trusted HPE management tools with a single click from the VMware
vSphere dashboard

• Proactively manage or view changes with detailed relationship dashboards of server, networking and
storage

• Maintain stability and reliability with firmware inventory and deployment

• Simple on demand server and storage capacity provisioning

• Automated deployment of HPE StoreOnce VSA, enables an industry leading secure backup and
recovery solution in your VMware environment

• Visualize complex configuration relationships:
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What's New in HPE OneView for VMware vCenter v.8.3 

• Supports new HPE 3PAR StoreServ 9450

• Supports new HPE 3PAR StoreServ 20800 R2/20840 R2/20850 R2

• Supports new MSA 2050

• Supports HPE OneView 3.0 and 3.1

• Supports new HPE StoreVirtual OS 12.7

The following HPE Storage families are supported (See the HPE SPOCK website for the complete list and 
refer to the product documentation): 

• HPE 3PAR StoreServ Storage

• HPE StoreVirtual Storage and StoreVirtual VSA

• HPE StoreOnce Backup and StoreOnce VSA

• HPE MSA Storage

Licensing 

Storage management with of HPE OneView for VMware vCenter can be used at no charge. Licensing is 
enabled as part of the download and installation sequence. 

Server management with HPE OneView for VMware vCenter is licensed with HPE OneView and HPE Insight 
Control. New advanced provisioning capabilities are available for HPE OneView licensed hosts only. 

Best Practice: Use this plug-in in VMware vCenter installations. 

https://h20272.www2.hpe.com/spock/
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Appendix A - HPE Synergy Architecture Overview 

The HPE Synergy Architecture is the next generation converged infrastructure, specifically engineered for 
hybrid IT environments.  HPE Synergy provides the resiliency, scale, and features needed for enterprise-level 
virtualization clusters.   

Feature Summary: 

• New interconnects and converged network adapters provides twice the downlink bandwidth @ 50Mbps. Uplink TOR
ports speeds have more than doubled to 100Mbps.

• HPE Synergy’s unique scale-out fabric allows exponential infrastructure scale in a matter of minutes, not days or weeks
• Out-of-band, fully-redundant management network providing hardware auto-discovery, health, and fabric topology

validation
• HPE Synergy multi-frame fabric expansion provides high availability with wire-speed scale
• A variety of shared storage options including VMware vSAN utilizing the HPE Synergy D3940 Storage Modules and/or

fully integrated HPE 3PAR StorServ storage systems
• Storage I/O options including FCoE, Native Fibre-Channel, iSCSI, and Flat-SAN
• Non-disruptive firmware updates to shared infrastructure components like FC switches and HPE Virtual Connect
• High availability network features including active/active MC-LAG and S-channels
• New policy based firmware management, embedded into HPE OneView to efficiently manage firmware in a cluster

environment.
• Server Profile Templates ensure consistency across the enterprise through standardization and compliance
• Fully automated fabric zoning and SAN volume provisioning (HPE 3PAR StorServ)
• Multi-tenancy HPE 3PAR StorServ storage capabilities including domains (segmentation) and storage pools (quotas)
• Powerful unified API to a growing partner ecosystem including Arista, Capgemini, Chef, Docker, Microsoft, NVIDIA, and

VMware
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Appendix B - HPE Synergy Configuration Overview 

Implementing VMware vSphere best practices must first start 
with understanding the process of powering up HPE Synergy for 
the first time, hardware discovery, and applying your best 
practice (through templates) to configure HPE Synergy for use. 

The following sequence is an example of bringing up a new 
HPE Synergy environment and the major tasks involved in the 
process.  Detailed installation and configuration steps are in the 
HPE Synergy Product Documentation.  This summarized list is 
included for reference in the following best practices section.  

Installation sequence example with HPE Synergy and Fibre-
Channel/3PAR StoreServ 

1. HPE Synergy rack installation and power

2. Cabling HPE Synergy out-of-band management network to TOR switch

3. Cabling HPE Synergy interconnect modules

a. Master module IRF module interconnects

b. Network/Fabric TOR uplinks

c. Optional Image Streamer uplinks

4. HPE Synergy discovery and First-Time Setup (via console)

5. Create address pool for HPE Synergy Management (and Image Streamer if applicable)

6. Create Networks and Network Sets in the HPE Synergy Composer

a. Includes Ethernet and FC fabrics

7. Create a template (LIG) for each fabric type

8. Create a template (EG) for the enclosure group

9. Create the logical enclosure (LE)

10. Optionally perform a big-bang firmware update

11. Add SAN manager and map discovered fabrics to HPE OneView SAN networks

12. Add HPE 3PAR StorServ Storage Systems and import storage pools (CPGs)

13. Create volume templates for the shared permanent volumes

14. Create HPE 3PAR StorServ shared volumes (datastores) from volume templates

15. Create Server Profile Templates (SPT) and Server Profiles (SP)
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The following diagram maps the relationships of HPE OneView templates to logical instantiations which in turn 
is mapped back to physical infrastructure. The process starts by creating best practice configuration using HPE 
OneView templates.  Once the fabric (LIG) and enclosure templates (EG) are defined, the final step is the 
creation of the Logical Enclosure (LE) which configures HPE Synergy into a managed state. 

The left side of the diagram illustrates the templates defined in the HPE Synergy Composer.  The HPE 
OneView templates and logical instances on this relationship diagram are accessible from the HPE OneView 
main pulldown.   

HPE OneView main menu pulldown 
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Appendix C - Referenced HPE and VMware Best Practice Documents 

The following technical whitepapers were referenced in the Deploying VMware vSphere on HPE Synergy Best 
Practices Guide. The best practices provided in this document are considered generalized best practices for 
hypervisor environments.  Many customer specific requirements must be considered for properly designing 
virtualization clusters including capacity, scalability, performance, workload, and availability. 

HPE Synergy Related Best Practices 

• HPE Synergy HPE OneView 4.0 Support Matrix

• HPE Synergy with VMware vSAN and D3940

• HPE Synergy UEFI Users Guide

• HPE Synergy Image Streamer POC Cookbook

• HPE Synergy 40Gb F8 Switch Module VLAN Configuration

• Best Practices for HPE Synergy Firmware and Driver Updates

• Implementing Multi-Chassis LAG and HPEN FlexFabric 59xx Series

• Implementing Multi-Chassis LAG and Arista 7000 Series Switches

• Implementing Multi-Chassis LAG and Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches

VMware Best Practices

• VMware vSphere Availability

• VMware vSphere 6.5 Performance Best Practices

• VMware vCenter Server HA and Performance Best Practices

• VMware vSphere 6.5 Configuration Maximums

• VMware vSphere Networking 6.5

HPE 3PAR StorServ Best Practices

• HPE 3PAR StorServ ESXi 6.5 Best Practices

https://support.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=a00037745en_us
https://www.hpe.com/h20195/v2/Getdocument.aspx?docname=a00036264enw
https://support.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=c04565930
https://github.com/HewlettPackard/image-streamer-tools/blob/v3.1/whitepapers/HPE%20Synergy%20POC%20Cookbook%20March2017.pdf
https://support.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=emr_na-c05359383
https://support.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=c05212310
http://h20566.www2.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?sp4ts.oid=1008615192&docLocale=en_US&docId=emr_na-a00016809en_us
http://h20566.www2.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?sp4ts.oid=1008615192&docLocale=en_US&docId=emr_na-a00017283en_us
http://h20566.www2.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?sp4ts.oid=1008615192&docLocale=en_US&docId=emr_na-a00017673en_us
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.5/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-651-availability-guide.pdf
https://www.vmware.com/techpapers/2017/Perf_Best_Practices_vSphere65.html
https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/techpaper/vcha65-perf.pdf
https://www.vmware.com/pdf/vsphere6/r65/vsphere-65-configuration-maximums.pdf
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.5/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-65-networking-guide.pdf
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/V2/getpdf.aspx/4AA4-3286ENW.pdf
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